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Go 1
Effectively expand your marketing strategy

WithopportunitiesCYBERION applications

Decentralized autonomous platform 
with wide functionality

AirDrop coins Internal exchange
Distribution to any
platforms and protocols

Allows you to trade
and exchange
collected coins

Withdrawal of coins Game mechanics
Withdrawal is possible to any 
wallets and to any
systems

Brings variety
in collecting coins and 
increasing their recognition

Does not require third-party exchanges or services



Go 2
Interaction with partners using the White Label system

Possibility of using the platform underyour brand
and obtaining a ready-made cryptomarketing system of a new level

Branded Exchangefor creating
own tokens

Support
mobile app TeamsCYBERION

You achieve your marketing goals easily and become visible in the market



Go 3
The application is created based onopen blockchain platform

for business digitalization ZHCASH

ZHCASH allows businesses to deploy their own blockchain
and digital assets in a few clicks

Opportunity Achievement Availability Speed
Selling a product or
service, receiving
proof

Provides
execution of all
terms of the deal, without

Minimum requirements
to the original data
customer. Availability

Fast transactions
online. Fast
and reliable operation

chain -

Benefits of the ZHCASH platform



Go 4

Advertising
Dissemination of information about a new project 
and increasing trust (level of trust) in it from 
scratch. Saving on advertising

Using the platform Token development
CYBERION gives explicit
benefitsand maybe after

Providing liquidity and accelerating the 
price of an unissued token

catalystpowerful
developmentyour bi Community growth

Creation and growth of a strong, dynamic, 
engaged community with intensive feedback. 
Stimulating activity

Popularity
Working with investors and influencers, 
increasing popularity in this area



Go 5Market ReviewAirDrop platforms

Volume of international
market

$eleven

billion

$3.3 Projected share
marketCYBERION0.03%

million

Projected
capitalization

$7
million

13% Average annual rate
market growth



You win

FundZeroGravity Foundation provides
financial, marketing and management

project supportCYBERION

ZeroGravity Foundationis decentralized
venture fund and international aggregator of digital, innovative 
blockchain technologies

You can purchase shares of the project through purchase
Foundation tokensZeroGravity Foundation Zerogravity.foundation

https://zerogravity.foundation/

